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HEAVY-DUTY
TRASH HOPPER

Remove trash and debris from jobsites quickly with the fork-mounted trash hopper. This heavy-duty  
hopper is made for continued use, unlike lightweight trash hoppers. Dumping is easy with a remote  
trip rope assembly triggered from inside the cab. Arrow Trash Hoppers keep your worksite clean  
and dry with a watertight design and ability to stack when not in use.

PART  
NUMBER

HEAPED
CAPACITY CAPACITY L W H FORK 

OPENING WEIGHT

HP-6000-100 1 cu yd 6,000 lb 62 in 41.5 in 37 in 2.5 x 11 in 610 lb

HP-6000-150 1.5 cu yd 6,000 lb 62 in 59.5 in 37 in 2.5 x 11 in 785 lb

HP-6000-200 2 cu yd 6,000 lb 64 in 59.5 in 46 in 2.5 x 14 in 880 lb

HP-6000-250 2.5 cu yd 6,000 lb 64 in 59.5 in 51 in 2.5 x 14in 905 lb

WATERTIGHT  
DESIGN 

Arrow Fork-Mounted Work Platforms are a great alternative to  
stand-alone aerial man-lifts. High-quality build materials and an  
OSHA-compliant design ensure the platform’s safety. Additionally,  
fork mounts make it easy to lift in just minutes. Custom mounts are  
also available upon request.

MODEL SIZE FORK 
SPREAD OCCUPANCY

WP48-48-FL 48 in to 48 in 36 in 2 people

WP48-72-FL 48 in x 72 in 48 in 4 people

WP48-96-FL 48 in x 96 in 48 in 4 people

WP48-116-FL 48 in x 116 in 48 in 4 people

WORK PLATFORMS

CALL TODAY TO DESIGN YOUR CUSTOM FORKS
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FORK
RACK

Keep your Arrow Forks organized and looking their best by raising them 
off the ground with the Arrow Fork Rack. The fork rack is easy to move 
due to its fork-mountable design and the included safety chains keep 
your forks in place. The fork rack is a great option for improving your 
retail display while improving storage and organization.

PART NUMBER WIDTH DEPTH FORKS WEIGHT EMPTY

1002046 72 in 42 in Up to 2.5 in thick 315 lb

EXCAVATOR BUCKET RACK
Keep excavator buckets organized and off the ground with the 
Arrow Excavator Bucket Rack. The rack protects the buckets from 
scratches and scrapes and allows for drainage of snow and rain 
when stored outside. Use the rack as a retail display or  
a well-organized storage option.

PART  NUMBER WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT WEIGHT EMPTY

1002100 100 in 42 in 14 in 389 lb 

AUGER RACK
Keep your Arrow Auger Bits looking their best with the Auger Bit 
Rack. Bits are securely fastened in an upright position, optimal for 
retail display. Auger Bit Racks are perfect for storage, too. Keep 
Auger Bits off the floor and off each other, remaining organized 
and easy to access.

PART NUMBER WIDTH DEPTH TALL WEIGHT 
EMPTY

1002089 144 in 48 in 40 in 520 lbs

Call 800-821-7563 for details and pricing
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